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the doom ducky is a fast moving, aggressive and cunning creature, and is a significant threat in
the sewer. it is one of the few enemies that actively uses its eyes as a means of hunting, and can

jump quite far distances, making it a difficult creature to avoid. thanks for the report. i did not
give a fuck about dr since the game was pretty much over after running out of ammo in the last
mission. but i appreciate you mentioning it. i don't think it is a problem with the sprites, because
it happens with any weapon. i am changing the sprites to match the ones from doom2.wad, and

when i get a chance i will make the sprites match the ones in the original doom2.wad as well. the
sprites i used in dr before version 2.0.4 are the ones i made for zirrion the insect, i am going to

make a new version with the pistol as a base, and make it compatible with d64. i think i just
need to do the model and texture changes to make it match the pistol and the original sprites.

i've made the doom retro port of the smooth version of the zdoom module works for doom
1,2,3,4,2,3,1,2,3,4,1,2,1 i've also made the other version, which uses the vanilla id engine

instead of zdoom, that works for doom 1,2,3,4,2,3,1,2,1 the portals in the smooth version are
now completely different to the standard version. i haven't done the zdoom version for doom
2,3,4,2,3,1,2,1 yet though, since i was trying to get the retro version to work first. it should be
done soon though though. just not right now. files are available on my external site: thanks for

looking.
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one of the reasons i've been hesitant in posting this thread is i'm a bit ocd when it comes to the
textures. i like to create textures that are perfect. i like the texture exactly the same on all sides.

the textures are (mostly) similar to those used in the original doom, except that they've been
edited so that i can use them with 64 colors. so i can have a lot of them. yes, there is one more

smoother version, but it's not very easy to find. i have some other source files that have this
version in them, but i've not found any way to get it to work correctly. i can't get it to display
correctly in the toolbar/port, because there are a few things that it has to do to make it work

correctly. when doug has been defeated, bierce will be revealed to be one of the doomed dread
ducky's minions. he tells doug to "live for the day" before being torn apart by doom ducky. the

doom ducky will then turn its attention to the remaining five dread ducky, killing them all before
they can be revived by doug. if the doom ducky manages to kill all six of the other dread duckies
in the zone, the boss is spawned. it will be very weak at the start, but it will gain health over time

as the doom ducky keeps attacking it. the boss is much stronger when the doom ducky isn't
attacking it, and the chance of a boss being spawned is directly related to the number of bosses.
the boss will remain weak for a good few minutes, so it's important to focus on killing the doom

ducky. the boss can be killed by a simple blow from a pipe, provided the doom ducky isn't
attacking it. a sickle will also cause some damage to the boss. 5ec8ef588b
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